Disclaimers and Notices
No Professional Advice
This Website, along with Our Content and Services are provided and operated by Beagle Financial
Services, Inc. (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, including Beagle Invest, LLC, “We” “Us”
“Our” or “Beagle”).
By using this Website, you, as Our User, agree to this document of Disclaimers and Notices, along with
Our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy, and any other applicable terms on Our Legal Page. All
capitalized terms not defined in this document are defined in the Terms and Conditions.
You also understand that all Content is for general informational and educational purposes only, and do
not in any way constitute investment, legal, accounting, employment, tax or any other professional
consulting advice.
Further, Beagle has not taken any steps to ensure that the securities or any other information referred to
through the Services are suitable for any particular investor. None of Our Content should be considered an
individualized and personal recommendation to you or any personalized investment advice for you. Any
investment strategies mentioned on this Website may not be suitable for everyone; therefore, We
commend that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt or have questions about
such Content. You, like all Users, need to review an investment strategy for your own particular situation
before making any investment decision. The examples We provide on the Website are for illustrative
purposes only and not intended to be reflective of results that you or any other person can expect to
achieve.
Content Subject to Change and No Guarantees
All Content and any other expressions of opinion are subject to change, without notice, at any time, in
reaction to shifting market conditions, and provided in Our sole discretion.
All such Content reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by Beagle and are subject to change
without notice. Beagle may have, and may in the future provide, updates on any such Content that is
inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the previous Content that was presented. At any
given time, Content accessed through the Website reflects the different assumptions, views and analytical
methods of Beagle. We are under no obligation to ensure that changes to the Content are brought to the
attention of you or any other Users.
All Content presented through Our Website has been obtained or derived from sources Beagle believes to
be reliable, but Beagle makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability,
timeliness or completeness. Beagle accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of such Content and
makes no warranty as to results that may be obtained from such Content.
You acknowledge and agree that past performance cannot and should not be taken as an indication or
guarantee of future performance, and that Beagle makes no representation or warranty, express or implied,
about future performance.

Investment Advisory Services
Investment advisory services are available and provided by Beagle Invest, LLC, an SEC-registered
investment advisor. Apex Clearing Corporation, a third-party SEC-registered broker-dealer and member
FINRA/SIPC, provides clearing and execution services and serves as qualified custodian for advisory
assets of Beagle clients. Securities in such client accounts are protected up to $500,000
(https://www.sipc.org).
Beagle [YKing1] [s2] is an independent organization with no management ties to the companies it covers.
None of the members of Beagle’s management team or the management team of any of Beagle’s affiliates
hold a seat on the board of directors of any of the companies Beagle covers.
Registration as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or training, and the content of
this communication has not been approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission or by any state securities authority.
Rollover and 401k Loan Considerations
When deciding whether to rollover a retirement account, you should carefully consider your personal
situation and preferences. Prior to a decision, be sure to understand the benefits and limitations of your
available options and consider factors such as differences in investment related expenses, plan or account
fees, available investment options, distribution options, penalties and legal and creditor protections, the
availability of loan provisions, tax treatment, and other concerns specific to your individual
circumstances.
You should consider all such factors that should be evaluated in a rollover decision, and make a
comparison to your current retirement account. You should consult with your own financial and tax
advisor before making a rollover decision.
A rollover [YKing3] of retirement plan assets to an IRA or an individual 401(k) is not your only option.
Carefully consider all of your available options which may include, but not be limited to keeping your
assets in your former employer's plan; rolling over assets to a new employer's plan; or taking a cash
distribution (taxes and possible withdrawal penalties may apply).
Beagle offers Individual 401(k) accounts with loan provisions that allow for participant loans at an
interest rate equal to the prime rate plus 1-2 percentage points. Interest on loans paid by a client is
contributed back into the client’s Individual 401(k) accounts. Interest paid on loans is non tax-deductible.
Loans taken from an Individual 401(k) account can impact the 401(k) account’s investment value,
reducing the opportunity to grow the investment. The risks of taking loans from Individual 401(k)
accounts should be considered carefully.
Investment Risks and Decisions
Before investing, consider your investment objectives and Beagle’s fees and expenses. We provide
advisory services, whether it be robo and Internet-based or traditional or a combination, that are designed
to assist Our Users in achieving certain, specific financial goals. These advisory services are not intended
to provide comprehensive investment or financial planning or tax advice, are not intended to evaluate and
advise on every aspect of a person’s financial situation and related circumstances, and do not incorporate
specific investments that a person could hold elsewhere.

Suggested portfolio recommendations for each client are dependent upon current and accurate financial
and risk profiles. Clients should promptly update their profile information in their Beagle account when
financial circumstances or investment objectives change.
Beagle makes no guarantees or representation regarding the likelihood or probability that any actual or
hypothetical investment will in fact achieve a particular outcome or perform in any predictable manner.
Any historical return information provided through Our Services does not represent the actual
performance of any specific investor’s account and may not reflect all factors that could impact such
performance for any investor.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future success and returns in any period may be far above or below
those of a previous period. We make no representations or guarantees that any investment will or is likely
to achieve profits or losses similar to those achieved in the past, or that significant losses will be avoided.
Investments in securities are SPIC insured up to $500,000. Investing in securities involves risks, and
there is always the potential of losing money when you invest in securities. All investments carry risk,
and no investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect from loss of capital. Please note that past
performance does not guarantee future results, and the likelihood of investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature.
For more details, including other important risks and disclosures, please review Our other documents
(including the Form CRS, Form ADV Part II, etc.) located on Our Legal Page.
U.S. Content and Website
Our Content and Website are designed for U.S. residents only, and not directed to, or intended for
distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality,
state, country or jurisdiction (including without limitation the European Union or United Kingdom) where
such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would
subject Beagle to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
Third-Party Links and Content
Our use of third-party links or company logos or links to other websites are offered solely as a matter of
convenience, all such content of linked website do not in any way form part of Our Content, and are not
intended to imply that Beagle (or any of its employees, contractors, agents or representatives) endorse,
sponsor, promote, and/or are affiliated with the owners of those links or logos or participants in those
sites, unless specifically stated otherwise. Except to the extent to which such websites refer to Our
Content, Beagle has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. We
reserve the right to restrict, modify or revoke any and all such link, references or offers at any time.
Accessing such websites or following such hyperlinks through Our Website shall be at your own risk.
Intellectual Property
All Content and this Website, including related intellectual property, is the property of Beagle. None of
Our Content, or any other parts of Our Website may be altered in any way, copied, or distributed or
transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of Beagle. All trademarks, service
marks and logos used on this Website are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service
marks of Beagle.

